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1. Your submittal indicates that the "RAM Room" was the only location where radioactive material was ever used 
and stored under this license. In reviewing the original application for the license dated 9/14/09, we noted that 
there were two "research and development areas - access restricted while RAM is in use." Please either submit 
surveys of these ares, or if material was never used or stored in these areas, please make a statement as such. 

2. Please submit information about the instrumentation that was used to conduct the area surveys and analyze 
smears that were taken. Include minimum detectable activity for the instrument that was used to analyze smears, 
as well as the counting efficiency. Please also submit the raw data printout of the analysis of the smears. For 
both radiation level surveys and smears, please provide results of background readings Qr explain why they were 
not included. 
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3. Provide a list of all sealed sources that were transferred along with the results of the last leak test for each 
source which demonstrates that the sources were not leaking at the time of transfer. If sources were in storage 
and never leak tested, at a minimum, they were required to be leak tested before being transferred for disposal. 
Please address this issue. 

4. The list of sealed sources that were disposed of did not include americium-241 and germanium-68. For each 
model number listed in your license for these two radionuclides, please account for any sources that you may 
have possessed. If you never took possession of these two radionuclides, please make a statement as such. 

5. Your license also authorizes a cobalt-57 sealed source model number BM04 series from international 
isotopes, a model NEC flood series from Eckert and Ziegler, and a model PHl-XXXG-GFS sE:nies A3201. The 
status of these sources was not described in you termination request. Please account for any of these sources 
that you may have possessed. If you never took possession of these model numbers, please make a statement 
as such. 
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